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Ewan Campbell

Comedian, Improvisation Artist & Presentation
Coach

Ewan Campbell is Australia’s No. 1 television warm-up
artist, an actor, director and presentation coach. He
has a long standing reputation for his ability to catch
and hold even the most challenging audiences with
diverse performances ranging from scenes from opera
to game shows; from simple stories to slapstick!

A talented and multi-faceted performer, Ewan Campbell
has vast experience in corporate training and
facilitation, voice-overs, and MC roles.

He has successfully written, produced and facilitated
presentations for a who’s who of corporate Australia
including IBM, Optus, Samsung, Merck Sharp & Dohme, Westpac, Telstra and McDonalds
Australia.

Ewan Campbell has performed as television warm-up comedian and voice over artist for The Footy
Show, Midday, Andrew Denton’s Enough Rope, Australian Idol and the Nickelodeon Kids Choice
Awards amongst many others.

A first-rate improvisation (improv) comedy performer of many years, he is renowned for non-
threatening participative comedy that gets audiences of all descriptions rolling in the aisles.

With a unique mix of performance improvisation and comedy, Ewan interacts with audiences in an
intelligent and articulate manner, adding that intangible wow factor to conferences, seminars and
training sessions for clients across a range of corporate sectors. Indeed, wherever he goes, he
leaves audiences laughing and talking about their experiences long after the event!

Client testimonials

“ Who is that? He’s very good, isn’t he?

- John Howard, Prime Minister of Australia

“ Ewan Campbell delivers a warm-up tour de force.
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- Sydney Morning Herald

“ Ewan Campbell is the best in the business. He can keep an audiences laughing and clapping
for as long as two hours.

- Kerry-Anne Kennerly, The Midday Show
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